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In earthly terms we talk about rainbows and finding pots of gold at their ends â€” but who makes the
rainbows, who creates the light and the colours and the essence of the universe. Facing passing over to our
next life is simply about merging once more into the light from whence we came and that light is not separate
from us â€” it is the very substance we have carried within us whilst here on Earth. Yet for so many reasons
we have lost touch with that light within and the natural way to move from one part of our existence to the
next. Our physical bodies become depleted through so many reasons, some earlier than others â€” and others
have the light snuffed out early through accident or violence. The soul decides when death to the physical
body happens and when the spirit shall be set free to begin its next journey in another dimension â€” maybe
out of reach but just as real as what we understand by life in the here and now. Do not battle death or fear it or
see it as your enemy â€” it is just as much a part of the human existence as everything else. Life does not make
sense without death and renewal â€” how else are we to evolve? Allow Archangel Metatron to be with you
when you face that Rainbow Bridge â€” see it as the next stage of your journey and a return to that which you
already know, and not something that is alien to you. For what awaits is Love, and only Love â€” when the
time is right for you, and not before. Allow the colours of the Rainbow in the Rainbow Bridge spray to take
you on that magical journey over the rainbow to the beautiful light filled existence which awaits us all. The
energy of Rainbow Bridge cannot propel you forward towards death any quicker than your soul already has
planned, what this spray can do however is help you find peace and comfort and to feel the energy of the
angelic realms around you that help open the door to your next realm of existence. The spray helps to purify
the physical body and pay it the respect it deserves for having served you well in this lifetime. The spray also
carves a path of rainbow light for you to follow when the time is right for you. It helps the person drop their
responsibilities and burdens or concerns for those they are leaving behind â€” and give all of this to Metatron
to hold. It helps tie up loose energetic ends as well as practical physical ones. It is a multi dimensional spray
respecting any persons religious or spiritual persuasion â€” it can help call in the energy of whoever or
whatever has been a spiritual help to that person about to pass â€” as long as it is from the light. So it can
embrace Christ Energy, Unicorn Energy and Buddhic energy etc â€” always with Metatron present and
holding a sacred space. It can either be used by the person to pass, or for them in person or at distance. It can
also be used after death to help the soul find peace and love, and will it on its journey back home. Metatron
Rainbow Bridge Sprays â€” these are intended for those at the very end of their lives to let go of the fear of
death and release themselves once more to the journey of spirit. It also carries the light of the rainbow, the
path to follow when it is time to go home. It helps us to release the responsibilities we may be hanging on to,
tieing up loose ends as well as practical physical ones. It is for those who are about to leave this life, to help
them leave and can be used either in physical proximity or at a distance. Death is not something to be feared
and this spray helps people to know this. It will not make a person leave, it simply aids a person to finally let
go. It carries no religious or spirtual alignment and can be used for anyone. All information and advice given
either on this website, or within private sessions with me are intended for guidance only. You are reminded at
all times that ultimate choice and decision belongs to you, and whilst I am happy to offer any help I can, this is
not intended as any substitute or replacement for any legal, medical, financial or other such advice, that you
may need to take.
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Variations Double rainbows "Double rainbow" redirects here. For other uses, see Double Rainbow. Also note
the pronounced supernumerary bows inside the primary bow. In theory, all rainbows are double rainbows, but
since the secondary bow is always fainter than the primary, it may be too weak to spot in practice. Secondary
rainbows are caused by a double reflection of sunlight inside the water droplets. As a result of the "inside" of
the secondary bow being "up" to the observer, the colours appear reversed compared to those of the primary
bow. The secondary rainbow is fainter than the primary because more light escapes from two reflections
compared to one and because the rainbow itself is spread over a greater area of the sky. Each rainbow reflects
white light inside its coloured bands, but that is "down" for the primary and "up" for the secondary. A
"normal" secondary rainbow may be present as well. Twinned rainbows can look similar to, but should not be
confused with supernumerary bands. The two phenomena may be told apart by their difference in colour
profile: The cause of a twinned rainbow is the combination of different sizes of water drops falling from the
sky. Due to air resistance, raindrops flatten as they fall, and flattening is more prominent in larger water drops.
When two rain showers with different-sized raindrops combine, they each produce slightly different rainbows
which may combine and form a twinned rainbow. That small difference in droplet size resulted in a small
difference in flattening of the droplet shape, and a large difference in flattening of the rainbow top. These
requirements are not usually met when the viewer is at ground level, either because droplets are absent in the
required position, or because the sunlight is obstructed by the landscape behind the observer. From a high
viewpoint such as a high building or an aircraft, however, the requirements can be met and the full-circle
rainbow can be seen. In the right circumstances, a glory and a circular rainbow or fog bow can occur together.
Supernumerary rainbows Contrast-enhanced photograph of a rainbow with additional supernumerary bands
inside the primary bow In certain circumstances, one or several narrow, faintly coloured bands can be seen
bordering the violet edge of a rainbow; i. These extra bands are called supernumerary rainbows or
supernumerary bands; together with the rainbow itself the phenomenon is also known as a stacker rainbow.
The supernumerary bows are slightly detached from the main bow, become successively fainter along with
their distance from it, and have pastel colours consisting mainly of pink, purple and green hues rather than the
usual spectrum pattern. The alternating faint bands are caused by interference between rays of light following
slightly different paths with slightly varying lengths within the raindrops. Some rays are in phase , reinforcing
each other through constructive interference , creating a bright band; others are out of phase by up to half a
wavelength, cancelling each other out through destructive interference , and creating a gap. Given the different
angles of refraction for rays of different colours, the patterns of interference are slightly different for rays of
different colours, so each bright band is differentiated in colour, creating a miniature rainbow. Supernumerary
rainbows are clearest when raindrops are small and of uniform size. The very existence of supernumerary
rainbows was historically a first indication of the wave nature of light, and the first explanation was provided
by Thomas Young in Their names are slightly different. A reflected rainbow may appear in the water surface
below the horizon. The reflected rainbow is frequently visible, at least partially, even in small puddles. A
reflection rainbow may be produced where sunlight reflects off a body of water before reaching the raindrops
see diagram and [1] , if the water body is large, quiet over its entire surface, and close to the rain curtain. The
reflection rainbow appears above the horizon. Due to the combination of requirements, a reflection rainbow is
rarely visible. Up to eight separate bows may be distinguished if the reflected and reflection rainbows happen
to occur simultaneously: The normal non-reflection primary and secondary bows above the horizon 1, 2 with
their reflected counterparts below it 3, 4 , and the reflection primary and secondary bows above the horizon 5,
6 with their reflected counterparts below it 7, 8. Monochrome rainbow Unenhanced photo of a red
monochrome rainbow Occasionally a shower may happen at sunrise or sunset, where the shorter wavelengths
like blue and green have been scattered and essentially removed from the spectrum. Further scattering may
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occur due to the rain, and the result can be the rare and dramatic monochrome or red rainbow. The order of a
rainbow is determined by the number of light reflections inside the water droplets that create it: One reflection
results in the first-order or primary rainbow; two reflections create the second-order or secondary rainbow.
More internal reflections cause bows of higher ordersâ€”theoretically unto infinity. Nevertheless, sightings of
the third-order bow in nature have been reported, and in it was photographed definitively for the first time.
Felix Billet â€” depicted angular positions up to the 19th-order rainbow, a pattern he called a "rose of
rainbows". Up to the th-order rainbow was reported by Ng et al. Rainbows under moonlight Main article:
Moonbow Like most atmospheric optical phenomena, rainbows can be caused by light from the Sun, but also
from the Moon. In case of the latter, the rainbow is referred to as a lunar rainbow or moonbow. They are much
dimmer and rarer than solar rainbows, requiring the Moon to be near-full in order for them to be seen. For the
same reason, moonbows are often perceived as white and may be thought of as monochrome. The full
spectrum is present, however, but the human eye is not normally sensitive enough to see the colours. Long
exposure photographs will sometimes show the colour in this type of rainbow. Fog bow Fogbows form in the
same way as rainbows, but they are formed by much smaller cloud and fog droplets that diffract light
extensively. They are almost white with faint reds on the outside and blues inside; often one or more broad
supernumerary bands can be discerned inside the inner edge. The colours are dim because the bow in each
colour is very broad and the colours overlap. Fogbows are commonly seen over water when air in contact with
the cooler water is chilled, but they can be found anywhere if the fog is thin enough for the sun to shine
through and the sun is fairly bright. They are very largeâ€”almost as big as a rainbow and much broader.
Circumhorizontal and circumzenithal arcs A circumhorizontal arc bottom , below a circumscribed halo
Circumzenithal arc The circumzenithal and circumhorizontal arcs are two related optical phenomena similar in
appearance to a rainbow, but unlike the latter, their origin lies in light refraction through hexagonal ice crystals
rather than liquid water droplets. This means that they are not rainbows, but members of the large family of
halos. Both arcs are brightly coloured ring segments centred on the zenith , but in different positions in the
sky: The circumzenithal arc is notably curved and located high above the Sun or Moon with its convex side
pointing downwards creating the impression of an "upside down rainbow" ; the circumhorizontal arc runs
much closer to the horizon, is more straight and located at a significant distance below the Sun or Moon. Both
arcs have their red side pointing towards the sun and their violet part away from it, meaning the circumzenithal
arc is red on the bottom, while the circumhorizontal arc is red on top. Droplets or spheres composed of
materials with different refractive indices than plain water produce rainbows with different radius angles. Due
to a much higher refractive index, rainbows observed on such marbles have a noticeably smaller radius. The
displacement of the rainbow due to different refractive indices can be pushed to a peculiar limit. For a material
with a refractive index larger than 2, there is no angle fulfilling the requirements for the first order rainbow.
For example, the index of refraction of diamond is about 2.
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Stand with your back to the sun. It should be between you and the spray. Look for the shadow of your head.
Hold both arms straight out in front of you. Spread your hands as wide as they will stretch with your thumbs
touching, tip to tip. Place the tip of one little finger so that its shadow falls in the center of the shadow of your
head. When you look at a rainbow, you see seven colors. They are always in the same order--red, orange,
yellow, green blue, indigo, and violet. An easy way to remember the colors and the order is to think of the
name ROY G. BIV, spelled from the first letter of each color. When you move, the rainbow moves with you.
Someone standing next to you may also see a rainbow in the spray, but their rainbow will be in a slightly
different place. Each person sees his or her own personal rainbow. Look for a rainbow in the spray. Keeping
that finger in place, look at the sunlit drops that line up with your other little finger. You should see rainbow
right there. If you do this with your family, ask everyone to point to the top of the rainbow they see. Each of
you will be pointing to a different spot. Why does sunlight shining through water drops make a rainbow?
Whenever light moves from air into something clear like water or glass , it slows down just a little bit. If it hits
the water or glass at an angle, it bends as it slows down. This bending is called refraction. Just how much light
bends when it hits water or glass depends partly on the color of the light. The white light of the sun is made up
of all the colors of the rainbow. When this sunlight reflects off water drops or shines through a prism , each of
these colors bends at a slightly different angle, fanning out to make a rainbow. Why do I have to stand with
my back to the sun to see a rainbow? To make a rainbow, sunlight has to shine into a raindrop bending as it
moves from the air into the water , bounce off the far side of the drop , and then leave the drop bending again
as it moves from the water to the air. That means you have to stand with your back to the sun, so that the
sunlight is shining into the raindrops from over you shoulder. Knowing this helps you know when to look for
rainbows in the sky. If condition s are right, you may see two rainbows--one inside the other. The inner,
brighter arc is the primary rainbow; the dimmer, outer arc is the secondary rainbow. Notice the order of the
colors in your rainbow. In the primary rainbow, red is on the outside of the arc and violet is on the inside. In
the secondary rainbow, the colors are in the same sequence, but violet is on the outside and red is on the
inside.
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Shares No rainbow in the sky today? Just pick one or all of these easy ways to wow the kids with your
rainbow-making know-how. Scroll down for the details. The Mirror Method Lesson: Demonstrate the
principles of reflection and refraction with this easy experiment. Light bending, aka refraction, takes place as
light waves pass through the water. When you shine your flashlight or position your glass so the sun comes in
you are bending the light waves, each one of the waves at slightly different angles resulting in the different
colors of the rainbow. This is the same basic principle that occurs when water and sunlight create a rainbow in
the sky. Reflection is the light bouncing off of the mirrored surface. Put the mirror in the glass of water. Turn
off the lights and draw the curtains. Make sure the room is totally dark. Shine the flashlight on the mirror and
check out the cool mini-rainbows that appear above the mirror. Put your hand behind the glass for extra fun.
Trini via pixabay 2. The Garden Hose Technique Lesson: This time, instead of using a mirror to reflect the
light, you are going to basically mimic the natural formation of a rainbow by causing the water to hit the light
in a fine mist. A spray bottle or a hose Sunlight 1. Let the kids ooh and ahh over your rainbow-making skills,
then let each of them take a turn. Steve Spangler Science 3. Water Density Rainbow Lesson: By adding more
or less sugar to each water solution you are creating different density levels. When you add coloring to the
glasses you will be able to see which solution is the heaviest. Add the colors in rainbow order to impress the
kids.
5: Why do you sometimes see a rainbow in the spray of a fountain or lawn sprinkler? | Yahoo Answers
A rainbow forms in the spray at the base of Bridalveil Fall as it cascades down a sheer cliff in Spring.

6: Rainbow in the Spray (#13): Pamela Wynne, Barbara Cartland: www.enganchecubano.com: Books
Rainbow Bridge Spirit Release Spray N.B: This special Metatron Energy is NOT included in the Complete Metatron Set!
In earthly terms we talk about rainbows and finding pots of gold at their ends - but who makes the rainbows, who creates
the light and the colours and the essence of the universe.

7: Rainbow in the Spray by Pamela Wynne
Someone standing next to you may also see a rainbow in the spray, but their rainbow will be in a slightly different place.
Each person sees his or her own personal rainbow. Look for a rainbow in the spray.

8: Rainbow - Wikipedia
File:(22) - - Rainbow in the spray of the Rjukanfos, the "foaming fall", spanning the mountain gorge, Norway
stereofotografi - no-nb digifoto bldsa stereo jpg.

9: Sea water rainbow
A rainbow is a meteorological phenomenon that is caused by reflection, refraction and dispersion of light in water
droplets resulting in a spectrum of light appearing in the sky.
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